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new guinea moon by kate constable goodreads - new guinea moon is a story that gathers pace as the reader immerses into the story julie visits her estranged dad in new guinea in the early 70s she grows to enjoy his company and gradually becomes part of the life around her, alpha reader new guinea moon by kate constable - new guinea moon is the new young adult novel from australian author kate constable kate constable lived in papua new guinea from the age of six when her father was a pilot on the island she lived there for a number of years before she and her family relocated back to australia, new guinea moon by kate constable paperback barnes noble - new guinea moon by kate constable a captivating coming of age story for younger teens set in new guinea where 16 year old julie goes to live with the father she s never known it had started almost as a joke as a challenge to her mother during one of their endless arguments, new guinea moon kate constable readkong com - create a collage of all things moon to present your idea of why moon is used in the title of the novel new guinea moon about the writers kate constable kate has written about her background thus i was born in melbourne in 1966 and spent part of my childhood from six to eleven in papua new guinea where my father was a pilot in the highlands, new guinea moon kate constable 9781743315033 allen - kate constable is a melbourne writer who grew up in papua new guinea where her father worked as a charter pilot she is the author of the internationally published fantasy trilogy the chanters of tremaris as well as the taste of lightning, new guinea moon kate constable 9781743315033 - kate constable is a melbourne writer who grew up in papua new guinea where her father worked as a charter pilot she is the author of the internationally published fantasy trilogy the chanters of tremaris as well as the taste of lightning, aussie book review new guinea moon by kate constable - new guinea moon by kate constable paperback review copy provided by publisher allen unwin march 2013 synopsis julie has grown up not knowing her father with just the occasional christmas card and the knowledge that he flies planes for a charter company in new guinea when she comes to stay with him one long summer, new guinea moon by kate constable readings com au - though kate constable who grew up in new guinea clearly sets out to question white expat assumptions of superiority she does so with a light touch her characters are flawed but likeable and dramatically unexpected moments keep the narrative alive and compelling highly recommended for ages 13 and up, amazon com new guinea moon 9781743315033 kate - amazon com new guinea moon 9781743315033 kate constable books skip to main content try prime books go search en hello sign in account
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